Sylvania High is a popular school for international students who study in NSW. Our school offers outstanding 21st Century learning facilities and the advantage of living with experienced and caring host families located near our school.

Students are able to choose from a wide range of exciting elective and core subjects and a variety of sporting activities offered. Students benefit from the strong support structures we have established as part of our tradition of hosting students from other countries.

**SPECIAL SUBJECTS**
- Hospitality
- Construction
- EcoRangers
- Work Education
- Multimedia and Photography

**SPECIAL FACILITIES**
- Multipurpose auditorium – indoor sport and performance complex
- Dedicated performing arts complex for dance, drama, and music
- State of the art training centre for construction and hospitality
- 21st century science laboratories
- Multipurpose outdoor hard court and synthetic surface sport complex

**LANGUAGES**
- French, Greek, Japanese
- Languages by Open High School

**LOCAL AREA FEATURES**
Sylvania High is the perfect school for international students who wish to make the most of their study abroad experience. Buses transport students directly to the school everyday and link to the Sydney train system. The school is 15 minutes drive from beautiful surf beaches and about 50 minutes by car, bus or train from the centre of Sydney city.

There are world class shopping facilities five minutes drive from the school and the famous Royal National Park is found 20 minutes to the south.

**SPORTS OFFERED**
- Basketball • Beach walking
- Fitness/Aerobics • Surfing • Surf awareness
- Tennis • Ten pin bowling • Trampolining

**SUMMER: TERM 1 + 4 JAN-APR • OCT-DEC**
- Aerobics • Cricket
- Golf • Touch football • Volleyball

**WINTER: TERM 2 + 3 MAY-SEPT**
- Netball • OzTag

**ADDRESS**
17 Bellingara Road
Sylvania NSW 2224

**WEBSITE**
Sylvania High School

**YEAR ESTABLISHED**
1970

**SCHOOL POPULATION**
800

**SCHOOL MOTTO**
Scholarship, Honour, Service

**REGION INFORMATION**
Sydney - South

www.deinternational.nsw.edu.au